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About This Content

The GE 44-ton switcher is a small but tough switching locomotive first built in the 1940s, and is now available as a Pennsylvania
Railroad switcher for the Horseshoe Curve.

Built by General Electric specifically to weigh no more than 44 short tons in order to fit in with the labour agreements for train
crews in those days, the GE 44-tonner was created during the early days of the transition from steam to diesel freight haulage in
North America and found work on railroads across the country. Regulations at the time said that any locomotive weighing more

than 44 tons must have a second crewman in the cab: the GE 44-tonner could be run with only a driver, saving money for the
railroad. More than 350 examples were built up until 1956, with various power units being fitted over the years, and around 20

still exist in preservation across the US and beyond.

Developed for Dovetail Games by Digital Train Models, the GE 44-ton switcher comes in PRR black livery with scenarios for
the Horseshoe Curve route.

Includes:

Includes the General Electric 44-Tonner switcher diesel locomotive in Pennsylvania Railroad black livery, featuring opening cab
doors and windows.

Scenarios

4 scenarios for Horseshoe Curve:
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Ins and Outs at Altoona

Pullin' out of Picardi

Out of the Shed

Rarely on the Main
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Title: Train Simulator: PRR GE 44 Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Digital Train Model
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 23 Aug, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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I really loved the concept of this game and the amazing and relaxing soundtrack. Buy it!. Well I thought this would be a cool
fighting fantasty game but it's just some ginger bint after some elf knob.. It's nice, but when controls give you more trouble than
puzzles, you can't just leave this game without a negative review.. A Top-down devistating spell castathon. Very nicely put
together. Visuals and soundtrack complementing each other. A impressive variety of enemies and powerups. A challenging
game with RPG elements. The controlls are generally very responsive I was using keyboard and mouse however I did experience
minor control error. This game also was a wicked sense of humour.. It's like being in kindergarten all over again, except this
time around you know not to eat the paste or dryhump your reading partner.

Well, at least not to eat the paste.. This game seems really poorly optimised. I can play WoT on High graphics HD no problems,
but can't play this pos without it lagging and skipping all over the place.
There is no excuse for a game with 90s graphics chugging and stuttering on a modern gpu.. Amazing simulation! Using VR to
discover the night sky above your city is great! The simulation lets you travel to any place in space and time and thus you can
watch the sunrise on Mars or the solar eclipse you missed last year - fantastic! There are several premade events (like the blood
moon from last month) which can be selected directly. However while the simulation itself is great already everything else is
still a bit rough and needs some more work. The graphics look good, but I get reprojections (Ryzen7-1700X, 8GB, Nvidia
GTX1070). The userinterface is very annoying: using the touchpad of the Vive you control a dot (like a mouse-pointer) and by
pressing the touchpad an option is selected. This sounds ok, but the touchpad is rather inprecise and when trying to press it, the
dot jumps to a different position. One of the biggest features is the control of time especially its speed. But to increase or
decrease the speed you need to aim at small buttons using this dot. A different scheme for time control would be nice and an
extra option to just pause time (currently after max speed comes pause before it goes reverse in max speed, which makes it even
harder to stop at the desired moment).. This game is for free, probably to drag attention towards the next big project that has
been released on Kickstarter. While I think this is a clever idea and a good way to give a taste of what their games feel like,
unfortunately the taste I got from Cayne was disappointing.

On a first glimpse, it looks like a game with a very specific aesthetic and atmosphere, which personally I find very appealing. It
makes you feel like you're about to dive into a small chunk of a big, immersive world. You realize it's not as wonderful as it
feels once you get stuck on the first puzzle.

If you like to proceed by trying to randomly combine everything with everything, then you'll get your treat. I prefer intuitive
puzzles that have some logic, puzzles that make you feel satisfied when you figured it out yourself and not because you were
lucky to click the right stuff in the right place. Unfortunately, Cayne disappoints on that aspect. And there isn't much left to this
game that can make up for it.

Voice acting seems to be good, but the main protagonist is obnoxious and just not pleasant to listen. The language used in
general feels like taken out of urban dictionary (I understand it was supposed to bring out the personality for some of the
characters, but for me it was immersion breaking). Gameplay feels sluggish, you spend most of your time trying to get from
point A to point B. And the story itself, well, you can figure out the whole twist pretty much in the first half of the game
(providing you didn't quit frustrated with the puzzles).

Appealing aesthetic and atmosphere was what lured me in and I don't regret playing it if just for this sole reason. But it is not
enough to recommend it :(.. Bow portal ^^, pretty fun ^^
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First impression after 16 levels: annoying physics puzzler\/3D platformer.

Please note that most positive reviews have rather short play times; only 3% of players even got the first achievement or
finished the game, and judging by the "Global Leaderboard" here on Steam, those are 12 (twelve) players in all. Why is that?
Isn't the game aimed at children familiar with "Bob the Builder"?
Well, in theory that's the case, but in practice the game suffers from its unpredictable physics; if you had hoped for a sandbox-y
experience, there's little opportunity of that, and the game does punish exploration by making you drop through the floor or
otherwise fail in many "wtf" ways.

Sop you follow the obvious path through a level (which is most often the only path the camera angles actually allow you to see),
doing the obvious forklifting\/craning, with obstinate controls (rotating crane control is especially weird: instead of rotating the
crane and moving the trolley, you move the position of the hook up\/down\/left\/right, which can result in some erratic
movements). Stacking crates one atop the other with the forklift is practically impossible; it works when the base is wide, i.e.
one crate rests on two others. Sort of. Stuff just goes wrong or behaves unexpectedly a lot.

The physics interactions in this game are quite few; if the devs had not gone with a general physics engine, but written code for
these interactions separfately "oldschool" style, the game would have been a lot better. Crates and vehicles don't need to topple
over. The crane hook doesn't need to swing around at the end of "fake" cable. The physics code should've allowed the player to
execute a solution plan in a predictable fashion. Currently, that's just not the case.

So who is the target audience for this game? It can't be small children because of the wonky contrrols (no gamepad support) ; it
can't be puzzle players because the puzzles are easy; it can't be physics game fans because experimenting with the physics in this
game is rarely rewarding.

Get this if you like games that are sort of weird and sort of bad and sort of cheap. You won't miss anything if you don't.. Could
you make a video guide for gameguru loader:).\ufeff. Severe bug caused my position in the race to change at random, then when
I crossed the finish line the game froze. Also car occasionally defaulted to steering left for some reason. Encountered the game
freezing bug during the tutorial first and was unable to revisit the tutorial to actually learn how to play. Save your money. Avoid
this game.
Update: The pposition\/freeze bug appears to be linked to changing the camera view during a race. There is a decent game
underneath, but too much of it requires you to purchase new cars which are very overpriced.. I don't think I'm smart enough for
this.. A mediocre PvP only retro pixel arena shooter.

Gameplay is terrible, there's nothing to do apart from PvP in a low quality game. No depth, no width, shallow gameplay, lazy 2D
retro pixel graphics.

There's nothing to compel the PC gamer here.. Nice game, definitely worth trying!. This game is terrible to play on PC!. While
the price point is fair, it's basically 3D Flappy Bird.
It's not very fun, and definitely not on par with something like DeadCore.

For me, the game often has a massive framerate hiccup when collecting the green orbs.
The "press any key" is also inconsistent... Sometimes it doesn't like which key I'm pressing.
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